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EMISA FORUM

Grußworte
Liebe Fachgruppenmitglieder!
Ich freue mich, Sie als Empfänger der neusten Ausgabe des EMISA Forums
der Fachgruppe EMISA begrüßen zu dürfen. Der Höhepunkt in diesem Jahr
war einmal wieder das Fachgruppentrefen der EMISA, dass bereits am 12.13. Juni 2017 am Rande der CAISE in Essen statand. Wir freuen uns sehr,
dass Mathias Weidlich und Michael Fellmann die Leitung übernommen
haben und ein hervorragendes Programm zusammengestellt haben. Es
wurde wieder wie bei der erfolgreichen EMISA 2016 in Wien zum Einreichen
von kurzen Beiträgen von 5 Seiten aufgerufen, und zwar in folgenden
Kategorien:
1)

PhD Research Proposals,

2)

Current Research Talk Proposals und

3)

Novel Directon Talk Proposals.

Insgesamt gab es 18 Vorträge und 2 Keynotes. In diesem Hef fnden Sie
sowohl Kurzbeiträge zu allen Vorträgen auf der EMISA, als auch einen Bericht
zu der Veranstaltung. Weitere Details zum Fachgruppentrefen fnden Sie
unter htps://hu.berlin/emisa17.
Eine erste Vorschau auf das Jahr 2018 möchte ich auch schon wagen. Wir
freuen uns sehr, dass Michael Fellmann und Kurt Sandkuhl die EMISA 2018 in
Rostock veranstalten werden. Bei der Zusammenstellung des Programms
werden Sie von Dirk Fahland unterstützt. Die Termine stehen ebenfalls schon
fest: Wir sehen uns am Donnerstag und Freitag, den 24.5. und 25.5. in der
Hansestadt Rostock!
Mit herzlichen Grüßen,

Jan Mendling
(EMISA-Sprecher)
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Lively EMISA'17 Workshop in Essen
From June 12 to June 13, the 8th Internatonaa Workshop on Enterprise
Modeaaing and Informaton Systems Architectures (EMISA'17) took paace in
Essen/Germany. It was organized by Mathias Weidaich (HU Berain) and
Michaea Feaamann (University of Rostock). This year, the workshop was coaocated with the 29th Internatonaa Conference on Advanced Informaton
Systems Engineering (CAiSE). An atractve fuaa two-day programme was
compiaed comprising 20 presentatons. Among them were two keynotes head
by the renowned researchers Mathias Jarke and Dirk Fahaand. The topic of
Mathias Jarke was Data Spaces and Informaton Modeaing for Data
Sovereignty, whereas Dirk Fahaand shared his experiences with deveaoping and
maintaining open-source sofware in Informaton Systems Research. In
additon, the program comprised 9 current research taaks, 3 ghD proposaas, 3
novea directon taaks and 3 presentatons of papers that won awards at
internatonaa conferences.
Around 40 gartcipants joined the EMISA workshop and contributed to aiveay
discussions and fruitua exchange of ideas. Much aike in the previous year, the
partcipants aaso enjoyed a sociaa event at the end of the frst workshop day.
The dinner was sponsored by the EMISA expert group of the German Society
for Computer Science and took paace in the neway refurbished restaurant “DAS
SCHÖN” near the workshop venue.
Aaa in aaa, the organizers aook back to another successfua editon of the EMISA
workshop. We wouad aike to express our grattude to aaa peopae that
contributed to the successfua event: The keynote speakers who contributed
their insights, the presenters that shared their recent research and fresh ideas,
Jan Mendaing who supported the event from the side of the EMISA expert
group and the aocaa organizing commitee for supportng us.
As an outaook to next year: EMISA 2018 wiaa take paace on May 24–25 in
Rostock and wiaa be organized by Michaea Feaamann and Kurt Sandkuha
(University of Rostock). We hope to see you there!
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Some Impressions from the EMISA Workshop
Photos are kinday provided by Hansjürgen Paua.
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Call for Contributons
9th International Workshop on
Enterprise Modelling and Information Systems Architectures (EMISA’18)
May 24-25, 2018 — Rostock, Germany
www.emisa2018.informatk.uni-rostock.de

Objectiies
The strategic importance of enterprise modelling has been recognized by an increasing
number of companies and public agencies. Enterprise modelling delivers the ‘blueprints’ for
co-designing and aligning business and enterprise informaton systems such that they
complement each other in an optmal way. Achieving such interplay requires a multperspectve approach taking organizatonal, economic, and technical aspects into account.
In a world of cloud, social and big data, additonal challenges for enterprise modelling and
the design of informaton systems architectures emerge, e.g., in respect to the design of
data-driven processes or processes enabling cross-enterprise collaboraton. To deal with
these challenges, a close cooperaton of researchers from diferent disciplines such as
informaton systems, business informatcs, and computer science will be required.
EMISA 2018 is the ninth internatonal workshop in a series that provides a key forum for
researchers and practtoners in the felds of enterprise modelling and the design of
informaton system (IS) architectures. The workshop series emphasizes a holistc view on
these felds, fostering integrated approaches that address and relate business processes,
business people and informaton technology. The workshop is open for a broad range of
subjects. Possible topics include, but are not limited to:
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Enterprise modelling: languages, methods, tools
Paterns for enterprise modelling
Paterns for informaton systems architectures
Model life cycle management
Model evoluton
Model confguraton and model variants
Model quality: metrics, case studies, and
experiments
Process modelling and process-aware
informaton systems
Collaboratve enterprise modelling

Model-driven architectures
Model-driven IS development
Component- and service-oriented sofware architectures
Service engineering and evoluton
Service compositon, orchestraton and choreography
Complex event processing and
event-driven architectures
Human aspects in enterprise modelling
Modelling social informaton and innovaton networks
Informaton systems in the cloud
Mobile enterprise services












Submissions
EMISA 2018 calls for submissions in the following categories:
1) PhD Research Proposals: EMISA 2018 invites PhD students to submit research
proposals. There will be a dedicated slot in the program to discuss PhD research
proposals including the current status and the further plan of the research work. PhD
research proposals shall be submited as a short paper of 5 pages.
2) Current Research Talk Proposals: EMISA 2018 invites proposals for scientfc talks of
internatonal excellence. Eligible are proposal submissions that are based on
published or accepted papers from internatonal conferences or journals. Proposals
for research talks shall be submited as an extended abstract of 2 pages.
3) Noiel Directions Talk Proposals: EMISA 2018 invites proposals for talks that motvate
a novel research directon, outline the research gaps to address, and carve out major
challenges. These talks shall serve as a stmulus for discussions as part of a dedicated
slot in the workshop program. Novel directons talk proposals shall be submited as a
short paper of 5 pages.
Proposals can be submited according to instructons on the EMISA 2018 website:
htp://www.emisa2018.informatk.uni-rostock.de
All submissions have to strictly follow the formatng guidelines of LNI. Template and
explanatons can be found at
htps://www.gi.de/service/publikatonen/lni/autorenrichtlinien.html. Submissions have to
be made via easychair.org.
All accepted submissions (PhD Research, Current Research, Novel Directons) will be
published in the next print editon of EMISA Forum. The short papers proposing PhD
Research or a Novel Directons Talk will also be published as an electronic CEUR
proceedings volume.
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Organization
The workshop is organized by the GI Special Interest Group on Design Methods for
Informaton Systems (GI-SIG EMISA, www.emisa.org), which provides a forum for
researchers from various disciplines who develop and apply methods to support the
analysis and design of informaton systems. EMISA 2018 will take place in Rostock,
Germany.

Important Dates
Submission of proposals: March 18, 2018
Notfcaton of acceptance: April  i, 2018
Final paper version: April 2 i, 2018

Program Committee Co-Chairs
Michael Fellmann, Universität Rostock, Germany
Kurt Sandkuhl, Universität Rostock, Germany
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Call for Contributons
30th International Conferencee on
Advanceed Information Systems Engineering (CAISE’18)
June 11-15, 2018 — Tallinn, Estonia
https://caise2018.ut.ee/

Over the last years, Big Data and Articial Intelligence technologies have gradually found
their way into mainstream informaton systems. As these technologies mature and
demonstrate their business value, they go from providing isolated functonality to
becoming integrated into large and complex informaton systems, which entails that they
have to be maintained and evolved in a sustainable manner. This maintenance imperatve
raises new challenges for informaton systems engineers due to the level of sophistcaton
and the demanding infrastructure requirements that characterize these technologies.
The CAiSE conference will contnue its traditon as the premiere venue for innovatve and
rigorous research across the whole spectrum of Informaton Systems Engineering, while
placing a special emphasis on the theme of Informntion Systems in The Big Dntn Ern. This
year’s theme acknowledges the disruptons brought about by the abundance of Big Data
sources on government and business services, their users and customers, as well as the
environments in which they are generated. This data abundance creates new opportunites
to develop smart and personalized informaton systems, but also raises new challenges for
informaton systems engineers, for example in the areas of scalable data cleaning,
integraton and processing, and real-tme and predictve data analytcs.
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Besides ofering an excitng scientic program, CAiSE ’18 will feature a best paper award, a
special issue, and a PhD-thesis award:
•

•

•

CAiSE ’18 Best Paper Award: CAiSE ’18 will award the best paper (prize 1.000 € –
sponsored by Springer Verlag).
Speceial Issue of CAiSE ’18 in the “Information Systems Journal”: Authors of the
selected papers of CAiSE ’18 will be invited to submit an extended version of their
paper to the CAiSE ’18 special issue of the „Informaton Systems Journal“.
CAiSE ’18 PhD-Thesis Award: CAiSE’18 will award the best PhD thesis of a past CAISE
Doctoral Consortum author (co-sponsored by the CAiSE Steering Committee and
Springer). Additonal informaton will be provided soon for this award.

Papers should be submitted in PDF format. The results described must be unpublished and
must not be under review elsewhere. Submissions must conform to Springer’s LNCS format
and should not exceed 15 pages, including all text, igures, references and appendices.
Submissions not conforming to the LNCS format, exceeding 15 pages, or being obviously
out of the scope of the conference, will be rejected without review. Informaton about the
Springer LNCS format can be found at http://www.springer.com/comp/lncs/authors.html.
Three to ive keywords characterizing the paper should be listed at the end of the abstract.
Submission
is
done
through
CyberChair
page: http://cyberchairpro.borbala.net/caisepapers/submit/.

at

the

following

Each paper will be reviewed by at least two program committee members and, if positvely
evaluated, by one additonal board committee member. The selected papers will be
discussed among the paper reviewers on-line and additonally during the program board
meetng in Amesterdam. Accepted papers will be presented at CAiSE ’18 and published in
the conference proceedings http://www.springer.com/computer/lncs (Springer Lecture
Notes in Computer Science (LNCS)).
Main Conferencee

Other deadlines

Abstract Submission: 24 November 2017

Workshop Proposals: 15 October 2017

Paper Submission:

Noticaton
Acceptance:

01 December 2017 CAiSE Forum:
(stricet!)
of 23 February 2018

Noticaton
Acceptance:

We invite four types of original and scientic papers:
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4 March 2018

of 1 April 2018

•

•

•

•

Formal and/or tecehniceal papers describe original solutons (theoretcal,
methodological or conceptual) in the ield of IS engineering. A technical paper should
clearly describe the situaton or problem tackled, the relevant state of the art, the
positon or soluton suggested and the potental – or, even better, the evaluated –
beneits of the contributon.
Empiriceal evaluation papers evaluate existng problem situatons or validate
proposed solutons with scientic means, i.e. by empirical studies, experiments, case
studies, simulatons, formal analyses, mathematcal proofs, etc. Scientic refecton
on problems and practces in industry also falls into this category. The topic of the
evaluaton presented in the paper as well as its causal or logical propertes must be
clearly stated. The research method must be sound and appropriate.
Experiencee papers present problems or challenges encountered in practce, relate
success and failure stories, or report on industrial practce. The focus is on ‘what’ and
on lessons learned, not on an in-depth analysis of ‘why’. The practce must be clearly
described and its context must be given. Readers should be able to draw conclusions
for their own practce.
Exploratory papers can describe completely new research positons or approaches, in
order to face a generic situaton arising because of new ICT tools, new kinds of
actvites or new IS challenges. They must describe precisely the situaton and
demonstrate why current methods, tools, ways of reasoning, or meta-models are
inadequate. They must also rigorously present their approach and demonstrate its
pertnence and correctness to addressing the identied situaton.

For all the submissions and depending on their type, we invite the authors to be explicit
about the research method used.
Contributons are welcome in terms of models, methods, techniques, architecture and
technologies. Each contributon should explicitly address the engineering or the operaton
of informaton systems. Each contributon should clearly identfy the informaton systems
problem addressed as well as the expected positve impact of the contributon to
informaton system engineering or operaton. We strongly advise authors to clearly
emphasize those aspects in their paper, including the abstract.
Contributons about methods, models, techniques, architectures and platorms for
supportng the engineering and evoluton of informaton systems and organizatons in the
digital connected world could include (but are not limited to):

Novel approacehes to IS Engineering
• Context-aware and adaptve systems
13

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agile enterprise models and architecture
Distributed, mobile and open architecture
IS for collaboraton
Social computng
Customer analytcs
Big data applicaton in IS
Applicaton of AI in IS
Data and business analytcs
Use of new visualizaton-techniques in IS
Service science and innovaton

Models, Methods and Tecehniques in IS Engineering
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conceptual modeling, languages and design
Requirements engineering
Business process modeling, analysis, and engineering
Process mining
Models and methods for evoluton and reuse
Domain and method engineering
Variability and coniguraton management
Compliance and alignment handling
Actve and interactve models
Quality of IS models for analysis and design

Arcehitecetures and Platorms in and for IS Engineering
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Big Data architectures
Cloud-based IS engineering
Service oriented IS engineering
Mult-agent IS engineering
Robotc Process Automaton
Mult-platorm IS engineeering
Cyber-physical systems
Big data and the Internet of Things
Blockchains
Digital twins
Workfow and PAIS systems
Handling of real tme data streams
Content management and semantc Web
14

Domain Speceifce and multi-aspecet IS Engineering
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IT governance
eGovernment
Smart City management
Industrial ecology management
IS for healthcare
Educatonal IS
Value and supply chain management
Industry 4.0
Sustainability and social responsibility management
Predictve informaton systems
Big Data and privacy
Security and safety management
Dark data processing
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Für Sie gesurf – Neue (und alte) Tipps aus dem WWW
EMISA-Edition, Folge 35
Gottfried Vosoeee Uoi irereitätVtoMüns eter
Heute o prätVee tere o ich o Ih e o d Vie o 35. o Folge o d Vieeer o Kolum e. o Wie o immer o etelle o ich o Ih e
WebeiteeUoAppeou d VoDie eteororUod Vieomiro(u d Voa d Vere )oi oletzteroZeitoaufgefalle oei d V.oi d V
ichtoünsberraeche d Vogehtoeeoei malomehroumod VaeoThemaoBigoDataou d VorieleeUowaeoeichod Varum
ra ktUod Ve oa od VieeemoThemaokommtojao iema d VomehrororbeiUoauchokei oEMISA er.oIch
begi eoallerd Vi geomitoei ero eue o„Rubrik“Uod Vieoichoecho orielofrünsherohätVteoberünsckeichtge
eolle o(u d Vorielleichtoma chmalou bewueetoauchoecho oberünsckeichtgtohabe):oStartupe.
Mei eoerete oHi weieeohierzuoetamme oaueomei emoMüns etera eroimfeld VUoge auer
aue o Bewerbu ge o im o Rahme o u eeree o ERCIS o Lau ch o Pad VU o d Ve o eeit o 2008 o jätVhrlich
etattfi d Ve d Ve oGrüns d Verwetbewerbou eereeoI ettuteo(www.ercie-lau chpad V.d VeUoDead Vli eofünsr
Ei reichu ge oi od VieeemoJahroamo31.10.2017).

I o 2016 o war o ei e o d Ver o Gewi er o d Vie o App o DailyDreee; o d Vie o Grüns d Veri e o beechreibe o ihr
Ko zeptoeo:o„DailyDreeeoietod VieoereteoAppUod Vieod VieoFrageo“waeoeolloichoheuteoa ziehe ?”oeofort
u d V o automateiert o bea twortet. o Die o App o prätVee tert o i d Virid Vualieierte o OutiteU o d Vie o zum
beetehe d Ve oKleid Verechra kUod Vemoaktuelle oWeteroeowieod Vemogewüns echte oA laeeopaeee .
DabeioietoDailyDreeeod VeroereteoSerriceUod VeroeeoerlaubtUod Ve obeetehe d Ve oKleid Verechra koei ee
Nutzereoi oFormoeta d Vard VieierterUomaechi elloaueleebareroDate ozuoey chro ieiere ou d Voeo
d VieoKaufietorieorünsckwirke d Vozuoa alyeiere .o

ooohtpe://www.d Vaily-d Vreee.d Ve/o
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EeogibtozahlreicheoAppeUod VieoFaehio oI epirato oliefer .oDieeeoei d Vojed Vochokaumobieogaro icht
pereo alieiertU o eod Vaee o d Vie o rorgeechlage e o Outite o wie o i o ei em o Schaufe eter o im
„Gießka e pri zip“ o jed Vem o a gezeigt o werd Ve . o DailyDreee o utzt o ei e o A eatz o aue
Crowd Veourci g o(Nutzer oeretelle oLiebli ge-Outite) ou d V oMachi e oLear i g o(Nutzer o„like “/
„d Vielike “oOutite)Uoumod Ve obeetehe d Ve oKleid Verechra koepieleriechozuod Vigitalieiere ou d Voeo
ur o wirklich o relera te o Outite o zu o prätVee tere . o Die o Logik o d Ver o App o baeiert o auf
wieee echafliche o Erke t ieee o d Ver o Mitgrüns d Veri o Laura o KarimU o d Vie o eich o wätVhre d V o ihrer
Promoto oi oNeurowieee echafe omitod Verokog itre oE techeid Vu gei d Vu gobeechätVfigte.
Die o Id Vee o war o eeU o mit o ler e d Ve o Algorithme o ei e o Alltagee techeid Vu gU o wie o d Vie o tätVgliche
Kleid VerwahlUozuorerei fache .“
Ei o weitereeU o bereite o recht o erfolgreichee o Startup o iet o FeelSpace
(htp://www.feelepace.d Ve/)Uod VieoihreoId Veeowieofolgtobeechreibe :o„Aufaue d Voaufo10-jätVhriger
Forechu gomitoribro-taktle oKompaeegünsrtel ohatoeichoimoNorembero2015oaueod Veroi irereitätVt
Oe abrünsckoheraueod VieoFirmao“feelSpaceoGmbH”ogegrüns d Vet.oDaeoGrüns d Verteamobeetehtoaue
d Ve od VreioKog ito ewieee echafleri e oSilkeoKätVrcherUoJeeeikaoSchwa d Vtou d VoSuea oWacheU
d Vieoeeito2009oumfaeee d VeoGru d Vlage forechu goi od Ve oBereiche oKog ito ewieee echafe U
NeuropeychologieU o Narigato o u d V o Orie teru g o mit o taktle o (per o sibrato o fünshlbare )
Günsrtel o betriebe o habe . o Aufaue d V o auf o d Ver o poeitre o Reeo a z o bli d Ver o u d V o eehe d Ver
sereuchepereo e o hat o d Vae o Grüns d Verteam o d Vie o E twicklu g o ei ee o alltagetaugliche o taktle
Narigato egünsrtele o fünsr o Bli d Ve o u d V o Sehbehi d Verte o a geetoße . o …. o Fünsr o d Vie o Nutzergruppe
Bli d Veou d VoSehbehi d Verteowird V
ei ofünshlbareeoNarigato egerätVt
e twickeltU o um o d Vie
eelbetbeetmmte o Teilhabe o a
Geeellechafe- o
o u d V
Arbeitelebe o zu o rerbeeeer .
Dae o Narigato egerätVt o iet o ale
Günsrtel o ko zipiertU o d Ver o – o per
Bluetooth o mit o ei em
Smartpho e o rerbu d Ve o –
ko t uierlich
o
aktuelle
Narigato ei formato e
mitele o sibrato eeleme te
auegibtUod Vieod VeroTrätVgeroumod Ve oBauchoherumoepünsrt.oDeroNarigato egünsrtelofu kto iertod Vabei
folge d Vermaße :oMithilfeoei erobarrierefreie oAppogibtod VeroNutzeroperoSprachei gabeood Ver
soice-Oreroei eoZielad Vreeeeood Vero-koord Vi ateoei .oDaeoSmartpho eoberech etod VieoRouteou d V
gibt o d Va o aktuelle o Wegi formato e o kabelloe o ria o Bluetooth o a o d Ve o Narigato egünsrtel
weiter.oDieeerozeigtoRichtu ge oünsberosibrato e oru d Voumod VieoTailleoa :oribriertoeeoror eUoeoll
d VeroNutzeroogerad Veaueogehe ;oribriertoeeoli keoamoBauchUoeollo acholi keoabgeboge owerd Ve .
DaeoSig alopaeetoeichod Va od Vy amiechoa ou d Vofünshrtod Ve oNutzerozumoei programmierte oZiel.
Der o taktle o feelSpace o Narigato egünsrtel o erlaubt o ee o d Vem o NutzerU o d Vie o rerbleibe d Ve o Si e
freizuhalte U o d Va o d Vie o Narigato eeig ale o ünsber o klei e o sibromotore o a o d Ve o Körper
weitergegebe owerd Ve .“
Bereiteororo2oJahre oa od Ve oStartogi goetreeefrei:o„etreeefreiohatoeeoeichozuroAufgabe
gemachtU o ale o Part er o ro o i ter ehme o hauehalte ahe o u d V o familie u teretünstze d Ve
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Die etleietu ge oa zubiete UoumoA geetellteoaußerhalboihreeoArbeiteplatzeeozuoe tlaete ou d V
d VieoWork-Life-Bala ceopoeitrozuobeei fueee .oDaeoA gebotoa od VieoFirme ku d Vechafoietoei e
Kombi ato o aue o efektrer o u d V o bed Varfegerechter o Die etleietu geerbri gu g o beim
A geetellte oeowieod VeroBereitetellu god Verotech ieche oimeetzu g.“oAufod VeroWebeeiteoheißt
ee o weiter: o „etreeefrei o möchte o Ih e o u d V o Ihrer o Belegechafo ei o etreeefreieree o Lebe
ermögliche .oetreeefrei oetätVrktod Vie oA geetellte oIhreeoi ter ehme eUoi d Vem oeieo außerhalb
ihree o Arbeiteplatzee o d Vurch o familie u teretünstze d Ve o u d V o hauehalte ahe o Die etleietu ge
e tlaetetowerd Ve .oWeroerled Vigtod Ve oHauehalt?oWerokünsmmertoeichoumomei eoMuter?oWer
holt o mei o Ki d V o aue o d Vem o Ki d Vergarte o ab? o etreeefrei! o i eer o Team o u teretünstzt o Ihre
A geetellte obeiod VeroBewätVltgu god VieeeroAufgabe .oMitou eere ogeprünsfe oDie etleietu ge
biete owiroIhre oMitarbeiteroei eoepünsrbareoE tlaetu gou d VowichtgeoErholu gephaee .oWir
eetze oalleeod Vara UofünsromehroechteoFreizeitozuoeorge ou d Voeomitod VaeogeeamteoBetriebeklimaozu
rerbeeeer . o i teretünstze o Sie o Ihre o Mitarbeiter o u d V o wir o begleite o Sie o d Vabei o ro o d Ver
ad Vmi ietratre oimeetzu gobieozuroBeaufragu god VeroDie etleietu ge .oBe ötge oSieood Ver
Ihre o Mitarbeiter o i teretünstzu g o im o HauehaltU o bei o d Ver o Betreuu g o ro o Ki d Ver o od Ver
A gehörige ood VeroHilfeobeioei emoimzug?oSpreche oSieou eoa .oWiroei d Vod VerorerlätVeeliche
Part eroa oIhreroSeite.“

ooohtpe://www.etreeefrei.d Ve/o

Ebe falleoa oi ter ehme orichtetoeichomei o ätVcheteroHi weieUoProLeapUoauchoei er
d VeroGewi eroaueo2016:o„Mitod VemoOpe -Core-FrameworkoProLeapobiete owiroi ter ehme
u d Voetaatliche oI ettuto e oei o euartgeeoSofware-WerkzeugozuroMod Ver ieieru goihrer
Legacy-Syeteme. o Legacy-Syeteme o ei d V o ünsber o Jahrzeh te o gewachee e o komplexe
A we d Vu gela d Vechafe U o d Vie o ofmale o Ker geechätVfelogik o bei halte o u d V o eomit o ei e
eleme tare o Bed Veutu g o fünsr o d Ve o Betrieb o d Ver o Orga ieato o habe . o Die o rerbreitete
Programmiereprache o i o d Vieeem o Zueamme ha g o iet o d Vie o eeit o d Vem o Jahr o 1959 o am o Markt
bei d VlicheoProgrammierepracheoCOBOL.oSchätVtzu ge ogehe od Varo oaueUod Vaeeoauchoheute
ochobieozuo70o%oallerogeechätVfliche oIT-oTra eakto e oro oCOBOL-Programme oauegefünshrt
werd Ve .oImoZugeod Verofortechreite d Ve o eue oWelleod VeroDigitalieieru gUogetriebe ou.oa.od Vurch
Smartpho eeou d VoTech ologie owieoMachi eoLear i gUoeteige od VieoA ford Veru ge oa oITSyeteme.oDabeiofünshrtod VeroEi eatzoro oLegacy-Syeteme ozuoNachteile ofünsrod Vieoi ter ehme .
Die o reraltete o Architekture U o Programmiereprache o u d V o Betriebeeyeteme o reeultere o i
red Vuzierter oWartbarkeitou d V oeomito erhöhtem o A paeeu geaufwa d V. o Die o I tegrato o d Vieeer
Legacy-Ker eyetemeoi oei eomod Ver eoIT-Syetemarchitekturofünshrtozuoei eroheteroge e oITLa d Vechafou d Voeomitozu ehme d VeroKomplexitätVt.oSoofünshrtoetwaoei eoÜberweieu gUod Vieoei
Ba kku d Ve o mit o eei em o Mobiltelefo o d VurchfünshrtU o letzte d Vlich o zu o ei er o sielzahl o ro
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Tra eakto e o i o rerechied Ve e o IT-Syetemtype . o Daee o d Vieee o KomplexitätVt o er ethafe
Ko eeque ze ohabe oka Uozeigtoeichoi od Ve otech ieche oProbleme oro oGroßba ke Uod Vieoi
d Ve orerga ge oMo ate ozuoei erosielzahloro oPreeeeberichte ofünshrte .oEi oweitereeoProblem
beetehtoimoma gel d Ve oNachwucheofünsroe tepreche d VeoIT-FachkrätVfeUod Vaod VieoTech ologie
kaum o och o gelehrt o werd Ve o u d V o im o Wetbewerb o mit o atraktre o Tech ologiealter atre
etehe .oZud Vemofalle oünsberproporto alohoheoBetriebekoete ofünsrod VieoproprietätVre oSof-ou d V
Hard Vwarekompo e te o a U o d Vie o ro o mo opolartg o aufgeetellte o IT-Großko zer e
rertriebe owerd Ve .oBetriebekoete omache oi od Ve oi ter ehme obieozuo75o%od Veeogeeamte
IT-Bud Vgeteoaue.“

ooohtp://www.proleap.io/o

Mei o zweiter o großer o Block o i o d Vieeer o Auegabe o beechätVfigt o eich o mit o d Vem o Problem o d Vee
„Bullemie-Ler e e“U o d Vae o heute o leid Ver o weit o rerbreitet o iet. o siele o (zum o Glünsck o icht o alle)
Stud Viere d Veowolle oheuteo uro ochoCred VitoPoi teoeammel Uoa etatoei oFachood Veroei e oBeruf
zu o erler e . o Diee o ätVußert o eich o icht o eelte o i o geietger o u d V o hätVuig o auch o phyeiecher
Abweee heit o wätVhre d V o d Vee o SemeetereU o gefolgt o ro o i te eirem o „Rei ziehe “ o d Vee o Stofee
maximalo14oTageororod Verozugehörige oKlaueur;okurzeoZeitoepätVteroietod VaeoWeee tlicheowied Ver
rergeeee Uod Ve od VieoKlaueuroietojaororbei.o
siele o Me eche o (ich o ei geechloeee ) o beechätVfige o eich o eeit o Jahre o mit o d Vieeem
Problemou d Voarbeite omitoKo zepte owieoJuet-i -Time-Teachi go(JiTT)U oFlipped VoClaeeroom
od VeroGamiicato UoumoStud Viere d Veozuroko t uierliche oMitarbeitozuobewege Uoeood Vaeeod Ver
i terrichteetofolätV gerfrietgoimoGed VätVcht ieohafe obleibt.oEi oA eatzUoaufod Ve oichobeiod Ver
Lektünsre o d Ver o jüns gete
o Auegabe o ro
oDigitale
Bildung
(htpe://www.ecd Vl.d Ve/ilee/cuetom/d Vlgi/co te t/d Vigitale%20bild Vu g/Digitale-Bild Vu gNr03.pd Vf) o aufmerkeam o geword Ve o bi U o farorieiert o elektro ieche oLernkarten. o Dazu o wurd Ve
rerechied Ve eoSofware-Löeu ge ororgeetellt:
Brai YOO o (htpe://www.brai yoo.d Ve/) o „iet o ei e
koete loee o Ler eofware o fünsr o PCU o MacU o A d Vroid VU o iOS
u d Voey chro ieiertoLer i halteoGerätVteoünsbergreife d V.
Dae o ermöglicht o Sta d Vort o u abhätV gigee o Ler e o u d V
d Vie o Aufeilu g o i o klei ere o u d V o größere
Ler abech ite.oi abhätV gigod Varo Uooboeelbetoeretellte
Ler i halte o od Ver o Prünsfu gewieee o ro o Fachrerlage
trai iertowerd Ve oeoll:o oSchünslerUoStud Ve te Uoberufich
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od VeropriratoLer e d Veo utze oBrai yooofünsrod VieoerfolgreicheoPrünsfu gerorbereitu g.oDieomit
d Vem o E-Lear i g o I orato epreie-IT o 2015 o auegezeich ete o Sofware o erke t o eelbetetätV d Vig
wa oWieee ogeler toiet.oDaeorerkünsrztod Vieobe ötgteoLer zeitod Veutlich.“
Ei o zweitee o Syetem o iet o d Vae o M emoey e o Project
(htp://m emoey e-proj.org/):o“TheoM emoey eoProjectohae
twooaepecte:oIt'eoaofreeofaeh-card Votoolowhichooptmizeeoyour
lear i g o proceee. o It'e o a oreeearch o project oi to othe o ature o of
lo g-termomemory.oWeoetrireotooprorid VeoaoclearUou clutered V
pieceoofoeofwareUoeaeyotooueeoa d Votoou d Vereta d Voforo ewbieeU
butoetlloi i itelyocuetomieableothroughoplugi eoa d Voecripteofor
poweroueere.
M emoey e o ueee o a o eophietcated V o algorithm o to
eched Vule o the o beet o tme o for o a o card Vo to o come o up o for o reriew.
Difcult o card Ve o that o you o te d V o to o forget o quickly o will o be
eched Vuled Vomoreoofe UowhileoM emoey eowo 'towaeteoyour
tmeoo othi geoyouorememberowell.
If o you o wa tU o a o ymoue o etatetce o o o your o lear i g
proceeeoca obeoupload Ved Votooaoce traloeerreroforoa alyeie.oThie
d Vataowillobeoraluableotooetud Vyotheobehariouroofoouromemory
oreroaoreryolo gotmeoperiod V.oTheoreeulteowillobeoueed Votooimproreotheoeched Vuli goalgorithme
behi d Votheoeofwareoere ofurther.”
Gru d VeätVtzlichoietod VaeoZieloeolcheroSyetemeUoeige eoKarte oeretelle ozuokö e ou d V
achod Vieee ozuoler e ;od Vabeiomachtoma oeichozu utzeUod Vaeoalleeoplattformu abhätV gigou d Vo–
ünsbergreife d Vofu kto iertobzw.orerfünsgbaroiet.oDieeogiltoallerd Vi geo ichtofünsroalleoSyeteme;oeo
ko ze triertoeichoCabrao(htp://cabra.hathix.com/)obeiepieleweieeoaufoA d Vroid V-SyetemeUolätVuf
allerd Vi ge o auch o im o Firefox. o i mitelbar o im o Web o lätVufo Cobocard Ve
(htpe://www.cobocard Ve.com/d Ve/)Uowaeoallerd Vi geoecho oabod VreioKarte eätVtze okoete pfichtg
iet.

o
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Mei o ätVcheter o Tipp o erklätVrt o eich o eige tlich o auf o eei er o Homepage
htpe://eitee.google.com/rieiped Via.org/i d Vexobereiteoro oeelbet:

sielleichtowird Voma ojaoirge d Vwa

oei maloeage:o„Wikiped Viaowarogeeter o…“

i d Vod Va ogehtoeeowied VeroumoDataoScie ce.oDaobi oichoi oletzteroZeitoünsberoSttchoFix
geetolpert.oImoGru d Veogehtoeeohieroi oei eoätVh licheoRichtu gowieobeiod Vemoobe oerwätVh te
DailyDreeeU o ätVmlich o um o Kleid Vu g o u d V o d Vere o A paeeu g o a o Pereo e o od Ver o A lätVeee. oDie
WebeeiteoerklätVrtoeeoeo:o„Weoqua tfyoartoa d Vofaehio otoobuild Vorecomme d Vato oalgorithmeoto
makeoouroclie teolookotheirobeet.o…oWe’reobuiltojuetoaofracto oofotheotooleoa d Voeoluto eothat
weo eed V.oTheocombi ato oofod Vataoa d Vofaehio oputeoueoi oaou iqueoplaceowhereoweoca oforge
theo extoge erato oofotooleoa d Vomethod Ve.o…oOurod Vataoieoi formato -richoa d Voreeid Veeoi
robuetoa d Voeaeyotooacceeeoplatorme.oThieoalloweoueotoofocueoo otheomod VeleUomethod VeUoa d V
cod Veotooachiereoouroobjectree.
AtoSttchoFixUowe’reotra eformi gotheowayopeopleoi d Vowhatotheyolore.oOuroclie teowa t
theoperfectoclotheeoforotheiroi d Virid Vualoprefere cee—yetowithoutotheoburd Ve oofoeearchoor
hari gotookeepoupowithocurre totre d Ve.oOuromercha d Vieeoieocurated Vofromotheomarketoa d V
augme ted Vowithoouroow od Veeig eotooilloi otheogape.oIt’eokeptocurre toa d Voextremelyoraetoa d V
d Vireree—e euri goeomethi goforoereryo e.oRichod Vataoo obothoeid Veeoofothieo'market'oe ablee
SttchoFixotoobeoaomatchmakerUoco ect goclie teowithoetyleeotheyoloreo(a d Vo ererowould V’re
fou d Voo otheiroow ).oOurobuei eeeomod Veloe ableeou preced Ve ted Vod Vataoecie ceUo otoo lyoi
recomme d Vato oeyetemeUobutoaleooi ohuma ocomputato Uoreeourceoma ageme tUoi re tory
ma ageme tU o algorithmic o faehio o d Veeig o a d V o ma y o other o areae. o Experime tato o a d V
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algorithmod Verelopme toieod Veeplyoe grai ed Voi oererythi gothatoSttchoFixod Voee.oWe’llod Veecribe
aofewoexampleeoi od Vetailoaeoyouoecrolloalo g.”

htp://algorithme-tour.ettchix.com/
Hier owird VoaleooData o Scie ce oim ogroße o Stl obetriebe Uou d Vod Vie oAlgorithms Touro zeigt od Vie
ei geeetzteoKomplexitätVtod Veutlich:o“TheoDataoPlatormoteamoprorid Veeotheod Vataoa d Vocompute
i fraetructure—alo gowithoaocollecto oofoi ter aloSaaSoprod Vucte—thatoallowotheorertcallyalig ed Vod Vataoecie teteotooefectrelyoa d Voefcie tlyocarryooutoa alyeieUowriteotheiroalgorithmeU
a d V o put o them o i to o prod Vucto . o The o platorm o icely o e capeulatee o propertee o like o d Vata
d Vietributo Uoparallelizato Uoauto-ecali gUofailorerUoetc.oThieoalloweotheod Vataoecie teteotoofocue
moetlyoo otheoscienceoaepectoyetoetlloe joyotheobe eiteoofoaoecalableoeyetem.oA d VUotheod Vata
platormoe gi eereofocuei goo obuild Vi g…owellUoplatorme.oThatoieUotheyoareo otoburd Ve ed V
withobuei eeeologicoa d Vorequireme teoforowhichotheyod Vo ’tohareotheoco text.oThatoieotheojob
ofotheofull-etackod Vataoecie tete.”o
Ebe falleoaueod VemoBereichoDataoScie ceoietod Vero ätVcheteoA bieter:o„WiprooHOLMESo–
Articial o I tellige ce o Platorm o ie o a o rich o eet o of o cog itre o comput g o eerricee o for o the
d Verelopme t o of o d Vigital o rirtual o age teU o pred Victre o eyetemeU o cog itre o proceee o automato U
rieualocomput goapplicato eUok owled Vgeorirtualizato Uorobotceoa d Vod Vro ee.oWiprooHOLMES
ieod Vereloped Vouei gomachi eolear i gUo aturalola guageoproceeei gUoge etcoa d Vod Veepolear i g
algorithmeUoeema tcoo tologieeUopater orecog ito oa d Vok owled Vgeomod Velli gotech ologiee
to oprorid Ve o eoluto eo that od Velirer o cog itre o e ha ceme t oto o experie ce o a d V o prod VuctrityU
accelerate o proceee o through o automato o a d V o at o the o higheet o etage o of o maturity o reach
auto omoueoabilitee.oWiprooHOLMESoieod Veeig ed Vowithoaofocueoo oe terprieeoueeocaeeeofrom
IT o a d V o Buei eee o proceee o areaeU o hae o the o ability o to o co t uouely o lear o from o ew o d VataU
recomme d Voaoeoluto oa d Vopred Victofailuree.”
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htp://www.wipro.com/holmee/
Wiprooeiehtofünsroeichoei eoReiheoro oA we d Vu gebereiche :

i d Vowooichogerad VeobeioKIobi UomöchteoichoIh e oauchoAmeliao( ichtozuorerwecheel omitoAlexa)
ro oIPSofororetelle :o„IPeofomakeeoitopoeeibleotootra eformobuei eeeoperforma ceothrough
the o employme t o of o d Vigital o labor. oErery o d Vay o we o automate o thouea d Ve o of o IT o a d V o buei eee
proceeeeeoforoe terprieeeoacroeeoaowid Veora geoofoi d Vuetriee.o…oEreryod Vayoweoapplyooureelree
tootra eformi goouroclie te’oIToa d Vobuei eeeooperato eoforocompettreoad Vra tage.oThroughoa
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combi ato oofoourotech ology
platorme o a d V o our o eerriceeU
IPeofo guara teee o pred Victable
buei eee o be eite o through
i tellige t
o
automato .
Whetheroyouroprimaryogoaloieoto
i creaee o quality o a d V o epeed V o of
eerriceU o d Vrire o up o prod VuctrityU
e able o proitable o growthU
red Vuce o riek o or o rapid Vly o red Vuce
operato al o coeteU o IPeofo ca
e eure o you o atai o i d Vuetrylead Vi g o be chmarke o of
performa ce.o…ooAmeliaoaeoyour
iret o Digital o Employee. o Whe
youoemployoAmeliaUoyouod Voo otoemployo“aoei gleoage t”oatoaotmeUoyouogetotooewitchoo oa
e tre o d Vigital o workforce. o She o co ecte o a o orga izato 'e o d VataU o eyeteme o a d V o cuetomer
e gageme t o cha ele o to o d Velirer o high o performa ce o throughout o the o ralue o chai . o Amelia
u d Vereta d Ve o the o u d Verlyi g o mea i g o of o your o etateme te o a d V o ca o e gage o i o fuid V
co rereato e.oAeoeheod Vetecteoaocuetomer’eomood VUoeheoieoableotooad Vaptotheoco te toofoher
reepo eeeoa d Voaeeociated Voexpreeeio eotoocreateoaotrulyopereo aloexperie ce.”ooWeitereeou ter
htp://www.ipeof.com/amelia/.
Auchod VaeoErke e oro oFakeoNeweou d Vod Veeee oserbreitu goietoepätVteete eoeeitod Vem
Begi o d Ver o Trump-PrätVeid Ve techafo ei o wichtgee o Thema o geword Ve . o Hier o liefert o Hoaxy
(htp://hoaxy.iu i.iu.ed Vu/) o eue o Möglichkeite :o "HoaxyU o ao ew o tool o d Vereloped Vo ato I d Via a
i irereityo(Ii)Uoieohelpi goreeearchereou d Vereta d Votheoepread Voofofakeo eweoo oeocialomed Via
etworke.oHoaxyobuild Veoupo oprerioueoworkoatoIi'eoObeerratoryoo oSocialoMed ViaUoi clud Vi g
programeothatoa alyzeotheoepread Voofohaehtageoa d Vod Vetermi eowhetheroaoTwiteroaccou toie
ru obyoaopereo ooroaocomputer.oieereoca oe teroaoclaimooro eweoetoryoi tootheoHoaxyowebeite
a d Voeeeome to eoofotheoclaimoi othe
med Viaoa d Voatempteotoofact-checkoit
by o i d Vepe d Ve t o orga izato e. o The
eite'e o eearch o reeulte o d Vieplay
head Vli ee o that o appear o o o eitee
k ow o to o publieh o i accurate o or
u reriied Vo claime.o Hoaxy o ge eratee
rieualizato eoilluetrat gobothotemporalotre d Veoa d Vod Vifueio o etworke.oTemporalotre d Veoplot
theo umberoofoTwiteroehareeoorerotmeUowhileod Vifueio o etworkeomapohowoclaimeoepread V
fromopereo otoopereo .oTwiterocurre tlyoieotheoo lyoeocialo etworkotracked VobyoHoaxy.o"Ifowe
wa totooetopotheogrowi goi fue ceoofofakeo eweoi oouroeocietyUoiretoweo eed Votoou d Vereta d V
the o mecha ieme o behi d V o how o it o epread VeU" o eaye o Ii o profeeeor o Filippo o Me czer. o "Toole o like
Hoaxyoareoa oimporta toetepoi otheoproceee."
ZumoSchlußo ochozweioga zopraktecheoTippe.oWeroecho omalomitoAbmah u gozuotu
hateU o wird V o eich o ünsber o d Ve o Abmah bea tworter o freue . o Dahi ter o etecke o d Ver o Chaoe
ComputeroCluboeowieod VeroFörd Verrei oFreieoNetzwerke.
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htpe://abmah bea tworter.ccc.d Ve/

i d Voweroabou d VozuoGeld Voi ofremd VeoWätVhru ge oumtaueche omueeUoeichoaberoregelmätVßigoünsber
d Vieozu ehme d VohohemoGebünshre oätVrgertUofünsrod Ve ohatod VaeobritecheoFi TechoTra eferWieeoei e
Löeu g:od Vaeogre ze loeeoKo to. o„Old V-faehio ed Voba koaccou teoo lyoworkoproperlyoi oo e
cou tryoa d Voo eocurre cy.oA d Voitogeteoexpe eireowhe oyouotryotooueeothemoacroeeobord Vere.
Tra eferWiee'eo ewoBord Verleeeoaccou toeolreeoalloofothieoa d Voeareeoyouomo ey.oNowoyouoca
ee d VUoreceireoa d Voorga ieeoyouromo eyowithoutocrazyofeeeooroere -crazieroexcha georateeojuetoaoemallUofairochargeowhe oyouromo eyomoreeobetwee ocurre ciee.”

htpe://tra eferwiee.com/bord Verleee

Wieoimmeroweieeoichod Varaufohi Uod Vaeeod VieoI halteoeätVmtlicherohierobeechriebe e oWebeeite
urheberrechtlichogeechünstztoei d VUoallerd Vi geoieto achoei echlätVgigeroMei u god VaeoCopyrighto ur
relera t ofünsrod Vie oserwe d Vu go i oa d Vere oWebeeite o bzw.owe oGeetaltu geeleme teofünsr
a d VereoDeeig eoünsber omme owünsrd Ve Uowaeobeid Veeo ichtod VeroFalloiet.oI eofer obetrachteoich
d VaeoBeechreibe oro oSeite oi od Verohierororge omme e oFormoweiterhi oaleoWerbu gofünsr
d Vieee.
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A Framework for Visually Monitoring Business Process
Compliance (Extended Abstract)
David Knuplesch1 und Manfred Reichert1 und Akhil Kumar2

Abstract: Any enterprise must ensure that its business processes comply with imposed compliance
rules. This extended abstract presents a comprehensive framework for visually monitoring business process compliance. As opposed to existing approaches, the framework supports the visual monitoring of all relevant process perspectives based on the extended Compliance Rule Graph
(eCRG) language. Furthermore, it not only allows for the detection of violations, but additionally highlights their causes. Finally, the framework assists users in both monitoring business process
compliance and ensuring the compliant continuation of running business processes. Overall, the
framework provides a fundamental contribution towards the real-time monitoring of compliance in
process-driven enterprises. The work summarized in this extended abstract has been published in
[KRK15a, KRK15b, KRK17].
Keywords: business process compliance, compliance monitoring, visual business analytics

Enterprise must ensure that their business processes comply with imposed compliance
rules. Usually, respective rules reflect domain-specific requirements that refer to, for example, corporate guidelines, standards, best practices, and legal regulations [GS09]. In general, compliance rules may refer to various perspectives of business processes, including
process behavior (i.e. control flow), data, time, resources, and interactions with business
partners [CRRC10, Tu12]. However, business process compliance can be ensured in different phases of the process life cycle [LRD08]. In particular, ensuring compliance during
process enactment is covered by compliance monitoring approaches. The latter observe
the events of running business processes (e.g., start and completion of activities) in order
to detect run-time violations of compliance rules as well as to notify users accordingly.
10 fundamental compliance monitoring functionalities (CMFs) were presented in [Ly15].
Some of them demand support for the time, data and resource perspectives of business
processes, whereas some other CMFs address event correlation, multiple activations of
compliance rules, and root cause analysis for compliance violations. However, [Ly15] finally concludes that the combination of an expressive language with full traceability has
not been well understood yet as existing approaches only partially support the CMFs.
In [KRK17], we present a comprehensive framework for visually monitoring business process that supports all 10 CMFs and is based on earlier work [KRK15a, KRK15b, Ly11].
The framework utilizes the extended Compliance Rule Graph (eCRG) language [KR16]
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cess perspectives (i.e., control flow, data, time, resources, and interactions with business
partners). [KRK17] annotates the various elements of an eCRG with texts, colors and
symbols when processing the events of an event stream. These visual markings not only
constitute a suitable basis for deriving the state of a particular compliance rule, but also
for highlighting the causes of observed compliance violations. The markings are further
used to specify and measure compliance metrics as well as to enable the recommendation
of the tasks to be performed such that compliance can be ensured.
Altogether, the framework presented in [KRK17] not only meets the compliance monitoring functionalities (CMFs) introduced in [Ly15], but complements them with additional
features (e.g., interactions with business partners). At the core of the framework is a visual language, which we denote as extended Compliance Rule Graph (eCRG). The eCRG
language is not only used to specify compliance rules, but further utilized to realize visual
compliance monitoring. Note that the latter involves proper user feedback as well.
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An Experiment on an Ontology-Based Support Approach
for Process Modeling (Extended Abstract)
Jonas Bulegon Gassen12 , Jan Mendling2, Amel Bouzeghoub 3, Lucinéia Heloisa Thom4,
José Palazzo M. de Oliveira5

Abstract: Recent research discusses the use of ontologies as a means to improve activity labels of
process models. However, the trade-off between quality improvement and extra effort is an open
question. We investigate to which degree ontology-based support increases the effort of modeling
using an experimental design. The work summarized in this extended abstract has been published
in [Ga17].
Keywords: Business process modeling, Process of process modeling, Ontologies, Activity labels

1.

Introduction

Organizations increasingly rely on Business Process Management (BPM) for aligning
business processes and organizations goals [Du13]. Many organizations have a dedicated
BPM team, a competence center or a consulting department with BPM experts who are
in charge of process modeling [Le14]. However, there are also many casual modelers
[Pi10]. For instance, one of the companies that we are in touch with has a central BPM
team reporting to the CIO and around one thousand casual modelers in the various lines
of business. This makes quality assurance for process models a major concern for BPM
in general and the development of process-aware information systems more specifically.
Recent research has identified several factors that influence the quality of business
process models. It has been argued that labels are of crucial importance for model
understanding since they reveal a good share of domain information in the models
[MLP10]. Several works discuss strategies for improving labels, some of them
emphasize the benefits of ontologies for securing a consistently high level of
terminological quality. However, it remains an open question how ontology support can
be best integrated with how people create models. It has to be taken into account that the
usage of ontology support may entail extra effort for the modeler. In this context, we
developed three principles of ontology support and performed experiments to test them.
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2.
•

Principles of ontology support for process modeling
Effective filtering: the elements of the ontology have to be filtered restrictively at
each step of modeling such that the search space remains easy to handle;
Efficient search: the search should also find elements of the ontology based on its
relations, e.g. synonyms, domains or descriptions;
Efficient labeling support: During the process of process modeling, it is cognitively
efficient to suggest labels that are compliant with the verb-object style.

•
•

3.

Results

Based on the principles presented above, we created a prototype and performed
controlled experiments with two samples of participants (novices). We tested four
hypotheses, a summary of results is presented below, divided by the measured variables.
H1

H2

H3

H4

General phases (Time)

Supported

-

-

-

Aggregated actions (Time)

Partially

-

-

-

Aggregated actions (Count)

Partially

-

-

-

Between comprehension (Time)

-

Partially

-

-

Between comprehension (Count)

-

Partially

-

-

Labels renaming (Time)

-

-

Supported

-

Labels renaming (Count)

-

-

Supported

-

Overall effort (Self-evaluation)

-

-

-

Supported

Tab. 1: Summary of operationalizations per hypothesis
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Resolving Inconsistencies and Redundancies in Declarative
Process Models (Extended Abstract)
Claudio Di Ciccio,1 Fabrizio Maria Maggi,2 Marco Montali,3 Jan Mendling1
Abstract: Declarative process models are specifications of workflows based on constraints. Any
sequence of activities is allowed, as long as the constraints are not violated. To discover declarative
models out of IT systems’ logs, existing techniques verify every possible constraint candidate against
the recorded data. Those that hold true are included in the resulting model. A first issue is that some
returned constraints can contradict one another, with the result that the model does not accept any
execution and turns out to be unusable. A second challenge is the reduction of returned constraints to
a minimum set of significant ones, for the sake of readability. Due to their computational complexity,
none of those issues had been successfully tackled in the past. Our paper formally frames these
problems and formulates an algorithmic solution for both. Its validity and efficiency are demonstrated
by extensive experiments on real-world data. The work summarised in this extended abstract has
been published in [Di17].
Keywords: Process mining; Declarative processes; Conflict resolution; Redundant constraints

Automated process discovery is the branch of the process mining discipline that aims at
constructing a process model on the basis of the information reported in event logs. The
output of declarative process discovery algorithms consists of a set of constraints, which
exert conditions on the enactment of process activities. Languages such as Declare [Di17]
define a repertoire of templates for those constraints: For example, constraint Response(a, b)
imposes that every time task a is performed, then b must eventually follow. End(b) states that
every process enactment must terminate with task b. The possible executions are established
as all those ones that respect the given constraints. Many algorithms that generate declarative
models include in the output those constraints that are individually satisfied in the log in
more than a given ratio of cases. The interaction of the returned constraints is thereby
neglected, with the consequence that subsets of constraints can end up contradicting one
another. For example, Response(b, c) and End(b) can both hold true in a sufficient number of
cases in the log and be returned. Yet they are contradictory: If b is the last task to occur, every
process execution must have an occurrence of b which is not followed by any other task, thus
Response(b, c) is violated. Furthermore, it remains unclear whether a given constraint set is
free of redundancies. Since there are constraint types that imply one another, it is possible
that the generated constraint sets are partially redundant. For example, if End(b) holds true
in an event log, then Response(x, b) necessarily holds true, for any other activity x , b in
the process. The lack of formal techniques to handle these two issues entails the possibility
that the discovered process models are inconsistent, hence empty, or redundant, thus with a
number of constraints that encumber the readability of the model yet adding no information.
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In this paper, we address the need for such a formal analysis of Declare models. We resort
on the fact that every Declare constraint can be expressed in the form of a Finite State
Automaton (FSA), henceforth denoted as constraint-FSA, and that the logical conjunction of
two constraints can be represented by the product of the corresponding constraint-FSAs. The
core rationale is that every constraint of the original model is converted to its constraint-FSA
and checked against the already analysed ones via the automata-product operation. If the
result is an FSA accepting no strings, then an inconsistency is detected. If the language
accepted by the resulting automaton does not vary after the product operation, then the last
checked constraint is redundant. The FSA product bears the properties of associativity and
commutativity. In particular, the property of associativity allows us to check every constraint
one at a time and include the result in a temporary solution. This allows our technique
to never check the same constraint in the search space twice. The commutativity of the
automata product guarantees that conflicting constraints are found, regardless of the order
in which they are checked. The specific constraints that are pruned due to their conflict or
redundancy depend instead on the order chosen to check them. We thus provide alternative
sorting criteria, so as to allow for the assignment of custom priorities to constraints. The
criteria that are made available can be combined and take into account different dimensions,
such as the support and reliability metrics of constraints as per the event log, the link to
activities that are subject to more constraints, and the constraint types. The adopted criterion
has an impact on the overall fitness of the final model, the amount of pruned constraints,
and the time to compute the solution. Because a redundancy-free solution is not guaranteed
to be found in a single pass over the original model, we also introduce a second-pass
complementary technique to further reduce the number of redundancies.
Our solution has been implemented as a part of a declarative process mining tool.4
Experimental evidence has shown that the proposed algorithm can find inconsistencies and
redundancies in the declarative models discovered from real-world event logs by the two
state-of-the-art declarative process mining algorithms MINERful [DCM15] and Declare
Maps Miner [MBvdA12], which is an unprecedented result. The redundancies found
within the discovered constraint sets amount to approximately one third on average with a
single-pass checking, plus a supplementary 15% with a second pass. Both achievements
were yielded in reasonable computation times: up to 3 seconds with the first pass and up to
40 seconds with the second pass.
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How Visual Cognition Influences Process Model
Comprehension (Extended Abstract)
Razvan Petrusel1, Jan Mendling2, Hajo A. Reijers3

Abstract: In this paper, we investigate the variation of performance of subjects in comprehension
tasks in relation to process models. To reason about the complexity of comprehension tasks we
take a theoretical perspective that is grounded in visual cognition. We test our hypotheses using a
free-simulation experiment that incorporates eye-tracking technology. We find that model-related
and person-related factors are fully mediated by variables of visual cognition. The work
summarized here was published in [Pe17].
Keywords: Business process model comprehension; Visual cognition factors; Eye-tracking

1.

Introduction

Existing work does not provide any explanation why certain process model comprehension tasks appear to be easy to solve than others. In this paper, we address this research
gap from a theoretical angle. We analyze the comprehension process from the
perspective of visual cognition in order to build hypotheses of comprehension task
performance in relation to process models. We test our hypotheses using a freesimulation experimental design in order to integrate visual cognition data from an eyetracking device. The results underline the importance of visual cognition for process
model comprehension. Factors associated with visual cognition explain a good share of
the overall variance in comprehension performance and mediate classical factors such as
model complexity and personal differences. This has implications for designing process
models in practice and for research on conceptual models altogether.

2.

Research Model and Hypotheses

Building on Cognitive Load Theory, we formulate the following hypotheses:
 H1: Higher Personal Knowledge and lower Model Complexity lead to better Visual
Cognition Efficiency (measured by Total Fixations and Duration of Fixations).
 H2: Lower Personal Knowledge and higher Model Complexity lead to higher Visual
Cognition Intensity (measured by Scan Path Precision and Recall).
 H3: A Visual Cognition Efficiency (measured by Scan Path Precision and Recall)
and Visual Cognition Intensity (measured by Total Fixations and Total Duration of
Fixations) model better explains comprehension performance (higher Correctness,
higher Efficiency, lower Duration) than a Personal Knowledge and Model
Complexity model.
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H4: The effect of personal knowledge on comprehension performance is mediated
by visual cognition efficiency and intensity.
H5: The effect of model complexity on comprehension performance is mediated by
visual cognition efficiency and intensity.




3.

Results

We conducted an experiment using eye-tracking and obtained the following results:
Hypothesis
H1

Performance
Dimension

Explanatory power

Support

Total Fixations
Total Duration of
Fixations

0.1189

Supported

0.1336

Supported

H2

Scan Path Precision

0.0236

H2

Scan Path Recall

H3

Correctness

H3

Duration

H3

Efficiency

H4

Correctness

H4

Duration

H4

Efficiency

H5

Correctness

H5

Duration

H5

Efficiency

H1

Partially
supported
Supported

0.0499
Increase in Explanatory power:
Not supported
- 0.033 = (0.032 – 0.065)
Increase in Explanatory power
Supported
0.782 = (0.882 - 0,100)
Increase in Explanatory power
Supported
0.249 = (0.359 – 0.110)
Familiarity mediated by Total Fixations, Total
Supported
Duration of Fixations, SPP, and SPR
Familiarity mediated by Total Fixations, Total
Supported
Duration of Fixations, SPP, and SPR
Familiarity mediated by Total Fixations, Total
Supported
Duration of Fixations, SPP, and SPR
Elements mediated by Total Fixations, Total
Supported
Duration of Fixations, SPP, and SPR
Elements mediated by Total Fixations, Total
Supported
Duration of Fixations, SPP, and SPR
Elements mediated by Total Fixations, Total
Supported
Duration of Fixations, SPP, and SPR
Tab. 1. Results Summary
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An Artifact-Based Framework for Business-IT
Misalignment Symptom Detection (Extended Abstract)
Dóra Őri1

Abstract: Enterprise architecture (EA)-based approaches give an in-depth analytic potential for
alignment and misalignment assessment. The ability to incorporate these analytic potentials is an
ongoing concern in the state-of-the-art strategic alignment literature. This paper proposes a
framework for EA artifact-based misalignment symptom detection. The framework aims to
perform a systematic, EA-based analysis of mismatches between the business and IT dimensions
of the traditional Strategic Alignment Model (SAM). By operating the framework, containing EAartifacts and suitable EA analysis types are connected to typical misalignment symptoms along the
traditional alignment perspectives. The operation of the framework is illustrated with a case study
about a fleet management project at a road management authority. The work summarized in this
extended abstract has been published in Dóra Őri: An Artifact-Based Framework for Business-IT
Misalignment Symptom Detection. The Practice of Enterprise Modeling. Lecture Notes in Business
Information Processing, Vol 267. Springer, Cham, 2016.
Keywords: Strategic Alignment Perspectives, Misalignment Symptoms, EA Artifacts, Enterprise
Architecture Analysis.

1

Introduction

There are several traditional alignment studies on evaluating alignment performance. On
the contrary, misalignment issues are insufficiently emphasized in the alignment
literature. Since organizations operate in the state of misalignment most of the times,
considerable attention should be paid to the concept of misalignment. Misalignment
assessment techniques help to understand the nature and the constraints of alignment.
Furthermore, after assessing the state of misalignment, more precise re-alignment
initiatives can be recommended. There have been many attempts to investigate
reciprocal contributions between strategic (mis)alignment assessment and EA analysis
[e.g. PS05]. Recently, there has been an increased interest in EA-based alignment
assessment. The aim of the paper is to contribute to the above mentioned concerns by
introducing a framework that addresses these issues. The proposed framework performs
misalignment analysis by taking a symptom-based approach. It uses an EA-based
technique to detect the typical symptoms of misalignment in an organization. The
contribution of the paper is that it connects typical misalignment symptoms with relevant
EA artifacts and suitable EA analysis types along the traditional alignment perspectives
[HV93].
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2

An Artifact-Based Framework for Business-IT Misalignment
Symptom Detection

This section provides a brief overview on the components and the construction of the
proposed framework. It uses an alignment perspective-driven approach. Four traditional
alignment perspectives (P. §§) are analysed according to the following steps: Firstly,
alignment perspectives are decomposed into corresponding perspective components,
a.k.a. alignment matches (C.§§). Secondly, the most typical misalignment symptoms are
connected to the perspective components – using the misalignment symptom catalogue
(S.§§) as reference. Thirdly, relevant containing artifacts are attached to the
misalignment symptoms in question. The artifact catalogue (AF.§§) is used as reference.
Finally, suitable EA analysis types are collected to the containing artifacts, using the EA
analysis catalogue (A.§§) as reference. To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed
framework, as well as to better understand how the proposed framework works in
practice, a case study has been conducted. The case study clarified the operation of the
framework by applying it in the context of a real EA model structure. The empirical
investigation focused on a road management authority. The study was carried out in
fragment of the road management authority’s EA model structure. It described a fleet
management initiative, showing the relevant EA models and artifacts to be modified
during the progression of the project.

3

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper a new way of misalignment symptom detection have been presented, which
is able to reveal typical symptoms along the four traditional alignment perspectives by
assessing the underlying EA models. The proposed framework has the potential to
extend our understanding on assessing the state of misalignment in a complex EA model
structure. It also allowed us to identify and detect malfunctioning procedures along
alignment perspectives. Topics reserved for further examinations include 1) the
automatization of EA analysis types and 2) decoupling the framework from built-in EA
tool features.
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Batch Processing across multiple Business Processes based
on ebject Life Cycle (Extended Abstract)
Luise Pufahl1, Mathias Weske2

Abstract: Many organizations use business process models to capture their operations for
documentation purposes, but also to improve and automate them. A business process model serves
as blueprint for a number of process instances. A process instance represents the execution of a
specific business case; it usually runs independently from other process instances. Recent works
have proposed to integrate batch processing into business processes, e.g., in [NBGB15],
[PMW14], to allow also a synchronized execution between instances. Batch processing is a mean
to bundle the execution of a group of process instances for certain activities in order to improve the
process performance.
Existing approaches for integrating batch processing requirements on the process model level
focus on single processes only. However, organizations being active in Business Process
Management often manage large collections of process models in which similar activities or
similar fragments can be found in different processes [ZDG12]. For instance, in finance, sending
notifications to a customer is required in multiple processes, such as account opening, credit card
issue, and loan approval. This offers the opportunity to batch instances of multiple processes and,
thereby, to increase the cost or time savings.
The referenced article offers an approach to specify batch requirements not in an individual
process model, but centrally define batch activities. Therefore, data object life cycles are used.
Business processes act on data; process activities read data and update them. The allowed data
manipulations by process activities for one class of data objects are centrally defined in a data
object life cycle [KS91]. In this paper, data object life cycles are extended by batch transitions. A
batch transition is a transition between two data states for which data objects can be batched by its
related activities (i.e., the activities which transforms the objects from the given input state into the
given output state). For example, all letters being in state printed can be batched for the sending
activity. Additionally, a batch transition offers a grouping characteristic referencing a set of data
attributes to describe which type of data objects can be batched. By selecting customerName as
grouping characteristic for the Letter object, only letters to the same customer are batched.
Additionally to the modeling concept of a batch transition, we describe an execution semantics in
the paper. It defines that all instances of activities, which reference a batch transition, are
candidates for batch processing. For each candidate, the corresponding data object of the instance
is retrieved and compared to data objects of other running instances. These objects which are in the
same state and have the same values for the attributes given in the grouping characteristic are
identified as matching partners. In case of matching partners, the corresponding activity instances
are suggested to the task performer who finally decides which of them form a batch.
In real-world business processes, we observed that multiple tasks provide the same result, e.g., a
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sent can be either signed or unsigned. Considering this, we extended the presented algorithm, such
that it can also handle connected batch transitions which have different input states, but lead to the
same output state.
Summarized, an optional batch processing approach was developed in this work including a user
approval for the identified batches to avoid undesired behavior in a multi-process setting. We
consider our approach light-weight, since it only uses few additional concepts (most prominently
the batch transitions) well embedded in recent research works. The feasibility of the approach is
shown by a prototypical implementation in Camunda [Ca17], an open-source, java-based process
engine.
Currently, the approach allows all task performers who are allowed to execute one of the activities
referencing the batch transition to perform the batch work. In future, the current approach could be
enhanced by a user authorization concept for the batch creation and execution. Additionally,
activity instances are here not delayed to avoid waiting times. However, further cost saving
potentials might be reached by grouping also future activity instances into a batch. Existing
concepts tackling this challenge, e.g., with an activation rules [PMW14], can be integrated into the
presented approach. The work summarized in this extended abstract has been published in
[PW16].
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Process-Driven Mobile Data Collection (Extended Abstract)
Johannes Schobel1, Rüdiger Pryss1, Marc Schickler1, Manfred Reichert1

Abstract: Structured instruments are commonly used to collect data in various application domains
(e.g., psychology). Still, the former are handled in a traditional paper-based fashion. In this context,
the widespread use of smart mobile devices offers promising perspectives with respect to the controlled collection of high-quality data. The design, implementation and deployment of such mobile
data collection applications, however, is challenging in several respects, turning both the programming and maintenance of mobile data collection applications into a costly, time-consuming, and
error-prone endeavor. In order to empower domain experts to create mobile data collection applications themselves, a powerful framework, applying process management concepts in a broader scope,
was developed. The framework enables the development of sophisticated mobile data collection applications by orders of magnitude faster compared to current practices on one hand. On the other,
domain experts are relieved from manual tasks, like digitizing the data collected. The work summarized in this extended abstract has been published in [Sc16a, Sc16b, Sc16c, Sc17].
Keywords: Mobile Data Collection, Process-Aware Information System, End-User Programming

The QuestionSys Framework
In the light of digital transformation and cloud computing, mobile technology has become
a salient factor for large-scale data collection scenarios, which have been accomplished
based on paper and pencil so far. In this context, mobile applications offer promising perspectives with respect to the collection of high-quality data. However, platform-specific
peculiarities as well as domain-specific requirements need to be properly addressed when
engineering such mobile applications. For example, heterogeneous mobile platforms need
to be supported, taking their short release cycles into account, or common usability styles
need to be obeyed. Altogether, this turns both the programming and maintenance of mobile
data collection applications into a costly, time-consuming, and error-prone endeavor.
In the QuestionSys framework, we developed a generic approach for transferring paperbased instruments (e.g., questionnaires) to digital ones (cf. Fig. 1). To properly assist domain experts during data collection, the developed framework considers the entire Mobile
Data Collection Lifecycle. The Design & Modeling phase allows creating sophisticated
data collection instruments based on a specific modeling notation. In particular, domain
experts without any technical background are enabled to realize mobile data collection
applications in a model-driven way. The models created by them are directly mapped to
process models expressed in a common modeling notation (e.g., BPMN 2.0). In turn, this
allows representing the logic of an instrument as an executable process model. In order
to empower domain experts to create sophisticated instruments themselves, a configurator
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Fig. 1: The QuestionSys Approach

component is provided that combines process management concepts with end-user programming techniques [Sc16a]. This configurator, in turn, was evaluated in a controlled
experiment measuring the mental effort of end-users during modeling [Sc17]. The created
models can be distributed to registered smart mobile devices in the Deployment phase.
During the Enactment & Execution phase, multiple instances of the respective mobile data
collection instrument may be executed on a lightweight process engine running on heterogeneous smart mobile devices [Sc16b]. Moreover, the Monitoring & Analysis phase allows
domain experts to evaluate the collected data in real-time on the respective device. Finally,
the Archiving & Versioning phase allows managing different versions of a deployed instrument [Sc16c].
Overall, the QuestionSys approach applies process management concepts in a broader
scope. This, in turn, will significantly affect the way mobile data collection applications
can be developed for large-scale scenarios in future (e.g., clinical trials).
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Process- and Resource-Aware Information Systems
(Extended Abstract)
Cristina Cabanillas1
Abstract: Business processes comprise several perspectives that have an effect in all the phases of
the BPM lifecycle. The organisational perspective addresses the way in which human resources take
part in process activities. Human resources are of utmost importance as they are responsible for the
correct execution of processes. However, the organisational perspective has received less attention
than others and the existing support is limited. With the aim of easing the development of advances
in human resource management in business processes, in this paper we present a novel framework
that collects several aspects to be considered along with the existing support. The work summarised
in this extended abstract has been published in [Ca16].
Keywords: BPM, conceptual framework, human resources, organisational perspective, PRAIS

1

Introduction

A Process-Aware Information System (PAIS) is a software system that manages and executes operational processes involving people, applications, and/or information sources on
the basis of process models [DvdAtH05]. The explicit process awareness in PAISs introduced a number of advantages for business information systems with respect to previous
task-driven systems. The core elements in a business process are the activities and their
execution order. However, there are more elements involved in processes that must be supported along the Business Process Management (BPM) lifecycle [Du13]. These elements
are called business process perspectives. The organisational perspective addresses the way
in which human resources in an organisation are involved in the processes executed in it.
Current PAISs support the organisational perspective but with significant limitations. The
goal of this paper [Ca16] is to advance PAISs towards the concept of Process- and ResourceAware Information System (PRAIS). Specifically, we present a framework for human
resource management in business processes defined from the literature in the field, the
characteristics found in Business Process Management Systems (BPMSs) and our own
experience in this research area. The research is guided by the following research questions: (RQ1) Which are the operations involved in human resource management in business processes? (RQ2) Are there other factors that affect the way in which the operations
are addressed? (RQ3) Which is the existing support on the theoretical and practical sides?

2

Framework and Existing Support

Our study led to a classification of the aspects related to human resource management in
business processes in three layers, which constitute our proposed framework. The first one
refers to RQ1 and presents a classification of the operations involved in human resource
1
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management in business processes, namely, post-execution resource analysis, resource assignment, design-time resource analysis, resource reconfiguration, resource allocation and
run-time resource analysis. The second and third layers respond to RQ2, i.e., they are aspects orthogonal to the operations identified which affect the way to address them. Specifically, we found that the type of activity (individual vs. collaborative activities) and the type
of process (routine vs. flexible processes) influence the interpretation of the operations.
From the analysis of the existing support for all the aspects involved in the framework we
conclude that the most developed operations are automatic post-execution analysis (process mining) and the modelling of the organisational perspective (resource assignment).
Since the outcome of both techniques is, in most cases, a resource-aware process model,
the same evaluation framework for model expressiveness is used, specifically, the creation patterns [Ru05]. However, not all the patterns that can be modelled with resource
assignments can be extracted with existing process mining techniques, generally due to
a lack of information in the event logs. On the contrary, process mining techniques for
the organisational perspective are already mature for both routine and flexible processes,
whereas the support for resource assignment focuses on the former. Teamwork is a novel
feature in both operations but the current support is still limited. In addition, there is a
noticeable gap between the support developed in research and in industry. The existing
support for resource allocation is limited as the approaches either do not aim to achieve
the most optimal solution or simplify the setting, which becomes less realistic. Besides,
the resource allocation mechanisms present in the BPMSs tend to be simpler and adjust
to some of the push/pull patterns [Ru05], e.g., distribution by offer. Support for automatic
teamwork allocation is still nonexistent. However, the major deficiencies in resource management in business processes nowadays relate to design-time and run-time analysis. In
the few existing approaches dealing with resource analysis only individual activities in
routine processes have been considered. Furthermore, this support is only partly included
in some prototypical implementations but still missing in current BPMSs. In addition, the
existing support for the different aspects is usually scattered over a variety of independent
approaches the use their own languages and formalisms.
The identified gaps may be a starting point for process managers to enhance the support for
the organisational perspective in their processes by inspiring them to adapt and integrate
existing approaches or to develop new ones.
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CoreEAF – a Model Driven Approach to Information
Systems (Extended Abstract)
Tomas Jonsson1, Håkan Enquist 2

Abstract: Model driven IT systems development with code generation is today used in several,
mostly technical, application areas. However, for large IT based Information Systems (ITbIS) it is
still quite uncommon. An innovative case of low cost and high quality ITbIS is presented along with
the model driven framework applied. This innovation is made possible by a coherent model driven
approach with integrated method and tool support for the complete development and maintenance
cycles of an ITbIS. For over 20 years and still, the FMV ERP system has been designed, extended
and modified in pace with changes in the organization as well as disruptive changes in information
technology. The work summarized in this extended abstract has been published in [1]
Keywords: Business Information System, Business Knowledge Model, Domain Model, Information
Engine

1

Introduction

Large IT based Information Systems (ITbIS) projects frequently miss targets or fails completely [2] [3]. Methods in current use are obviously not adequate for the task[4]. Model
driven approaches to IT-systems development shows promising results [5] but are seldom
used to build large ITbIS [6].
Our approach has been to move the abstraction level of systems implementation, from
programming to defining information content in models, which can be executed by an
information engine, without any further adjustments or development of software. We developed CoreEAF (Core Enterprise Architecture Framework) which comprises method,
tools and platform for building and executing ITbIS from an Information Systems Model.

2

ITbIS Case - An ERP System for Defence Material Acquisition

The Swedish Defence Material Administration’s (FMV’s) Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) system (called FMV Core) is the most extensive system out of five, built and executed with the current version of CoreEAF.
FMV has ongoing material acquisition projects worth about 6 Billion Euros and a turnover of 2 Billion Euros per year. FMV Core is an ITbIS with 1.200 users and handles
information in FMV’s core business. This includes project planning, project execution and
1
2
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accounting as well as complex purchasing processes from RFQ, tenders, complex contracts to delivery and payments.

3

Information System Model – Three Model Types Combined

The complete system model consists of three parts. The foundation is the Business Knowledge Model (BKM), on top of the BKM there are a number of different View Models
(VM) and then there is an Organization Model (OM) with roles and actors connecting to
both the VMs and the BKM.
The BKM is a model of business phenomena, their relationships, their value attributes,
the rules and calculations relating to these and if applicable, their value chains. The value
chain concept is a state model guiding a goal driven rather than a process driven work
system. Each link in a value chain represents some value state. E.g. the value states of
an order could be considered to progress from the tender state via confirmed order and
delivered to the final state, paid.
First version of the FMV Core system had in 1994 about 30 business phenomena and in
2015 there where 230, with approximately 400 relations, 3000 attributes and 5600 rules
and calculations.

4

Conclusion and Observations

By separating description of the actual information and its rules from the technical concerns of how to execute an IT-system, it has been possible to implement independent cycles
for extensions and maintenance of the business information versus IT-execution platform.
To maintain alignment with continuous changes in business needs, the information systems model is managed and updated continuously in 4-month cycles by one single person,
independently of the 3 to 4 year cycles of IT-execution platform.
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Detection and Quantification of Flow Consistency in
Business Process Models (Extended Abstract)
Andrea Burattin1, Vered Bernstein2, Manuel Neurauter1 , Pnina Soffer2 , Barbara Weber1,3

Abstract: Process models represent business processes using graphical notations. Their layout,
which is determined by the modeler, can have an effect when these models are used. Such effect,
however, is currently not fully understood. In order to systematically study the effect of layout, a
basic set of measurable key features has been proposed, reporting layout properties meaningful to
the human user. The aim of this research is to report how such features can be quantified into computational metrics, applicable to business process models. We analyze in details one specific feature,
the consistency of flow direction. We describe three different metrics and the results of an empirical
evaluation, showing which one is closer to the human perception. The work summarized in this extended abstract has been published in [Bu17].
Keywords: BPM, Visual layout, Metrics, Qualitative empirical study, Consistency of flow

1

Introduction

Process modeling refers to the representation of organizational or business processes in
a graphical manner, usually as a flow of activities. Model quality – important for designing and improving business processes, analyzing industry goals and outcomes – can be
classified as syntactic (“correctness” of a model), semantic (the extent to which the model
captures the behavior of the domain), and pragmatic (usefulness) [KSJ06]. Existing research addressed various factors influencing model understandability and readability in
the context of business process models. Visual features of elements in a model [RM11]
have been studied, specifically the effect of what is sometimes called “secondary notation” on model understandability [KSJ06, Ri06]. Specific layout properties of a model,
in turn, have received little attention. [Bu17, BS15] describe the outcomes of an experiment eliciting relevant layout features. These are grouped according to the visual aspects
involved: edges, models’ structure, and model’s direction. In this paper we focus on one
particular property, i.e., the model’s direction.

2

Automatic identification of flow consistency

We present 3 metrics capable of automatically inferring the consistency of the flow of a
process model. We assume that the model has a predominant flow direction that we have
to determine. Possible directions are: North, East, South, and West. In our approach, the
predominant flow direction is given by majority voting (e.g., the direction most edges
belong to). We calculate the overall consistency dividing the number of edges belonging
to the predominant flow direction by the total number of edges.
1
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The first metric, M-E1, starts from the coordinates of the start and end points of an edge
and, using the arctangent function with two arguments, it gets the actual angle of the connection. By dividing the radius into 4 equal parts of 90◦ (one for each direction), the metric
assigns the edge to the corresponding direction.
The second metric, M-E2, assigns exactly two directions to each edge. In this case, the
radius is still divided in 4 parts, but each of them now covers 180◦ . Therefore, each direction overlaps with two others (e.g., North overlaps with East and West). For each edge, the
angle is computed as in the previous metric, but it contributes to 2 directions.
The third metric, M-BP, emphasizes activities rather than edges: it determine the extent
to which the layout of the graphical representation is consistent with the temporal logical ordering of the business process. To achieve that, it computes the behavioral profile [WMW11] and, for each strict order relation, it checks whether the source node (i.e.,
the node that must occur first) is “graphically before” (i.e., it is placed wester or norther)
the target node (i.e., the node that must occur later). The consistency score is computed
dividing the number of graphically before relations by the total number of strict relations.

3

Experimental evaluation

To assess to what extent the metrics we defined
M-E1 M-E2 M-BP
are consistent with human perception, we perCorrelation 0.263 0.567
0.719
formed an empirical study in which we asked
0.004
Significance 0.364 0.034
human readers to rate a set of models regarding
their flow consistency.1 We then computed corTab. 1: Pearson correlations with average
relations between the average human assess- scores assigned by subjects.
ment and our metrics. Results, reported in Table 1, suggest that the metric based on behavioral profiles, M-BP, best reflects human
assessment, with a strong Pearson correlation score of 0.719 and significance of 0.004.
Acknowledgements This work is partially funded by the Austrian Science Fund (FWF) projects
“The Modeling Mind: Behavior Patterns in Process Modeling” (P26609) and “ModErARe” (P26140).
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From Low-Level Events to Activities - A Pattern-based
Approach (Extended Abstract)

Felix Mannhardt1 , Massimiliano de Leoni1 , Hajo A. Reijers2,1 , Wil M.P. van der Aalst1 ,
Pieter J. Toussaint3

Abstract: This extended abstract summarizes our work published in [Ma16b]. We present a supervised
abstraction method that is based on behavioral activity patterns, which capture domain knowledge
on the relation between activities and events. We abstract low-level events based on an alignment
between activity patterns and traces of the low-level event log.
Keywords: Process Mining; Supervised Abstraction; Event Log; Alignment

Organizations use information systems to support their work. Often, information about the
usage of those systems by workers is recorded in event logs. Process mining techniques use
such event data to analyze processes of organizations. It is assumed that recorded events
correspond to meaningful activities executed for instances of a process (i.e., cases) [Aa16].
The ability to identify executions of activities based on events is crucial for any process
mining technique. Events that do not directly correspond to activities recognizable for
process workers are unsuitable for process analytics, since their semantics are not clear to
domain experts. However, events recorded by information systems often do not directly
correspond to recognizable executions of activities [BMW14; GRA10]. This extended
abstract summarizes our contribution of a supervised event abstraction method that was
published in [Ma16b].

Fig. 1: Overview of the proposed event abstraction method

An overview of the four main steps of the proposed abstraction method is given in Fig. 1.
1.

We model multi-perspective behavioral activity patterns in form of Data Petri
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nets [Ma16a] to capture domain knowledge about the conjectured relation between
high-level activities and low-level events.
2.

We build an abstraction model that specifies the dependencies among the modeled
activity patterns (e.g. two patterns are mutually exclusive) through a visual language.

3.

We align the behavior defined by these activity patterns with the observed behavior
in the event log. Alignment techniques [Ma16a] are able to find an optimal mapping
between low-level events and activity patterns even for event logs that contain noise.

4.

Based on the alignments, we construct a reliable abstraction mapping from low-level
events to activity patterns and create an abstracted event log.

The resulting abstracted event log contains only high-level events at the desired level of
abstraction, which directly relate to executions of high-level activities. We implemented the
proposed method as the LogEnhancement package of the process mining framework ProM.
We applied the method on an event log extracted from the digital digital whiteboard system
of a Norwegian hospital. The activity patterns were designed together with the hospital’s
domain experts. The case study shows that our abstraction method can be successfully
applied in complex real-life environments. We obtained an abstracted event log from a
system, in which (1) multiple high-level activities share low-level events with the same
label, (2) high-level activities occur concurrently, and (3) erroneous events (i.e., noise) are
recorded. We applied state-of-the-art process mining tools on both the original and the
abstracted event log. The results obtained from the abstracted even log reveal insights that
cannot be obtained when using the original event log. Moreover, the results are more useful
in the communication with stakeholders, since the users can better relate the models to their
actual work.
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Semantics and Analysis of DMN Decision Tables (Extended
Abstract)
Marlon Dumas∗

Diego Calvanese†

´’Ulari Laurson‡

Marco Montali¶

Fabrizio Maria Maggi§

Irene Teinemaak

Business rules play a central role in modern information systems. Among other things,
business rules are routinely used to automate operational decisions during the execution
of business processes. Business rules are used for example to automatically determine
how purchase orders, shipments, invoices and approval requests are routed throughout an
organization. In this setting, it is critical to explicitly capture business rules in a way that is
unambiguous and understandable by a wide range of stakeholders – including managers,
analysts and process workers.
For already several decades, decision tables are one of the tools of choice for capturing
complex business rules. In recent years, a standard for decision tables, namely the Decision Model and Notation (DMN), has brought much-needed consolidation to the field.
The DMN notation provides mechanisms for capturing decisions at two levels of abstraction: first at an architectural level by allowing decisions to be modularized, inter-linked,
and connected to their corresponding data inputs and knowledge sources via so-called Decision Requirements Diagrams (DRDs), and second by allowing atomic decisions to be
specified by means of decision tables enhanced with metadata properties such as “hit policies”, “priority indicators” and “completeness indicators”. Decision tables in DMN can
be of different levels of sophistication, depending on whether the expressions in the table are specified using the so-called FEEL (Friendly Enough Expression Language) or its
simplified version, namely S-FEEL (Simplied FEEL).
A DMN table consists of columns corresponding to input or output attributes, and rows
corresponding to rules. Each column has a type (e.g., a string, a number, or a date), and
optionally a more specific domain of possible values, which we hereby call a facet. Each
row has an identifier, one expression for each input column (a.k.a. the input entries), and
one specific value for each output column (the output entries). For example, Table 1 shows
a DMN table with two input columns, one output column and four rules.
Given an input configuration consisting of a vector of values (one entry per column), if
every input entry of a row holds true for this input vector, then the vector matches the
row and the output entries of the row are evaluated. For example, vector h500, 4230i mat∗ University
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Table name
Hit indicator
Completeness
indicator
Priority
indicator

Loan Grade
UC
Annual
Income
≥0
A
[0..1000]
B
[250..750]
C
[500..1500]
D
[2000..2500]

Input attributes
Loan
Size
≥0
[0..1000]
[4000..5000]
[500..3000]
[0..2000]

Grade
VG,G,F,P
VG
G
F
P

Output
attribute
Facet
Rule

Input entries
Output entry
Tabelle 1: Sample decision table with its constitutive elements
ches rule B in Table 1, thus yielding G in the output configuration. To specify how output
configurations are computed from input ones, a DMN table has a hit indicator and a completeness indicator. The hit indicator specifies whether only one or multiple rows of the
table may match a given input, and if multiple rules match an input, how should the output be computed. The completeness indicator specifies whether every input must match
at least one rule or potentially none. If an input configuration matches multiple rules, this
may contradict the hit indicator. Similarly, if no rule matches an input configuration, this
may contradict the completeness indicator. The former contradiction leads to overlapping
rules while the latter leads to missing rules.
The increasing use of DMN decision tables to capture complex and critical business decisions raises the need to support the analysis and refactoring of these tables, for example to
ensure their correctness and to enhance their comprehensibility. In this respect, two common analysis tasks are the detection of overlapping rules and of missing rules as discussed
above. Meanwhile, a common refactoring task is to simplify a decision table by merging
pairs of rules into a single more general rule capturing the same business logic as the two
original rules.
The analysis of classic (pre-DMN) decision tables has been widely studied in the literature for already several decades. However, different analysis and optimization tasks are
approached differently, and the proposed analysis algorithms are usually restricted to categorical data types, as opposed to combinations of numerical and categorical (or string)
datatypes as supported in DMN decision tables. Moreover, DMN decision tables lack a
formal semantics to unambiguously reason about their properties.
To address the above gaps, we have specified a formal semantics of DMN decision tables
and we have designed a versatile approach to analyze decision tables by means of geometric algorithms, specifically sweep-line algorithms. The key idea of our proposal is that a
DMN decision table in the S-FEEL notation can be mapped to a set of iso-oriented hyperrectangles (one per rule) in an N-dimensional space (where N is the number of attributes
in the table). Under this geometric interpretation, the problem of detecting overlapping
rules is mapped to that of detecting maximal sets of overlapping hyper-rectangles; the problem of finding missing rules is mapped to that of determining if the union of the rules
in the table (viewed as hyper-rectangles) covers the N-dimensional space identified by the
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cartesian product of the domains of the input columns of the table; and finally, the problem of simplifying a decision table is mapped to that of finding maximal sets of adjacent
hyper-rectangles and merging them into a minimal set of hyper-rectangles covering the
same space. We contend that the same geometric approach can be used to tackle other
analysis and refactoring tasks such as for example that of transforming a DMN table with
a multi-hit policy into an equivalent unique-hit table.
Based on the above ideas, we have proposed algorithms to tackle the problems of detecting overlapping and missing rules in unique-hit policy tables as well as an algorithm for
simplifying a decision table via rule merging. We have implemented these algorithms atop
the dmn-js open-source DMN editor. Our dmn-js extension with verification and simplification features can be found at https://github.com/ulaurson/dmn-js and a
deployed version is available at http://dmn.cs.ut.ee.
Based on this implementation, we have experimentally compared the proposed approach
against classic decision table analysis algorithms, using a collection of decision tables of
varying sizes derived from a credit lending dataset.
The work summarized in this extended abstract has been published in [CDL+ 16]. In more
recent follow-up work, we have also studied the problems of detecting overlapping and
missing rules when a decision table is combined with additional background knowledge
captured by means of a decription logic ontology equipped with datatypes [CDMM17].
Acknowledgement. This research was partly funded by the Estonian Research Council
(Grant IUT20-55).
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